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algorithms for sizing images up or down.

Photoshop CS gives us five: Nearest

Neighbor (maintains hard edges); Bilinear;

Bicubic; and the newest, Bicubic Smoother

(up-sizing up) and Bicubic Sharper (down-

sizing). You can set a default interpolation in

General Preferences (Figure 4). When you

resize an image with the Image Size

command, you can use its pop-up menu to

override the default. Not so when you use

any of the Edit > Transform command

options, including Perspective cropping,

even if you enlarge or reduce the selection. 

When you use Free Transform, you can’t

always predict whether or not you’ll want to

resize the selection, and there lies a potential

problem. When you can, set the General

Preferences interpolation based on the

direction (enlargement or reduction) of the

resizing you’ll be making. You could merely

set your preferences to a midpoint (Bicubic),

which will do a decent job of resizing those

pixels, but the latest interpolation options

will produce better results. 

CONVERSIONS. In Color Settings,

there’s a section of conversion options for

setting Engine, Rendering Intent, Black

Point Compensation and Dither. This entire

section, though, is generally used only when

you convert from one color space to another

in the Mode change menu (Image > Mode).

When you use the Convert to Profile

command, you can override any of these

preference settings; the Print command,

however, is always set for Adobe ACE. If you

wish to make prints from Photoshop

identical to prints from a non-Adobe

application—those applications cannot use

the Adobe ACE color engine—you’ll have to

go through a few steps to bypass the Adobe

engine: Set the Engine options accordingly,

use Convert to Profile, then choose No Color

Management in the print dialog. It’s the

same with Dither, although you’ll almost

Figure 3: Color Range set to Sampled Color also accesses the Eyedropper tool’s pixel sampling size.

Figure 2: The Replace Color eyedroppers also access the pixel sampling set in the Eyedropper (see Figure
1). When the sampling is set to a high value, in this case 101x101, the colors that are selected might not
be the ones you expect. Here I’ve clicked on the dog’s tooth, but the sampled color is different because
the sample includes pixels outside the tooth area.  



always want that setting turned on to help

maintain smooth gradients in the print. If

any other applications apply dither, it would

likely be different from Photoshop’s. 

DITHER AND MODE. Dither is useful

in making conversions from one color space

to another. (Access dither in the Color Settings

menu.) It’s used when you convert from 16- to

8-bit color as well, even into and out of the Lab

color space. The effect is often quite subtle.

It’s useful to know that dither might not be

available in other products. If you see differ-

ences when you compare prints of the same

data made from different applications, this

could be the cause. When you try to produce

identical conversions, Dither will add random

noise, so the results will all be slightly different.

COLOR SPACES AND INTENT.

Conversion settings also kick in when you

drag and drop or copy and paste data between

images in different color spaces. When you

select data in an Adobe RGB document and

paste it into an sRGB document, the con-

version will be made in the rendering intent

selected in the Color Settings. That can have

an especially important effect when you’re

working with documents in an output color

space such as CMYK. You might try setting
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Figure 4: In Photoshop General Preferences, you can select an interpolation algorithm, but it will be
used for every transform sizing routine. For best results, base your algorithm selection on how you want
to resize the data (enlarge or reduce), and choose it before using the Transform command. 



the rendering intent you desire in Color Settings

before doing the copy/past step. You could

also use the Convert to Profile command.

Conversions between RGB working spaces

are always Relative Colorimetric, so I set

this intent in Color Settings.

RENDERING INTENTS THAT DO

ZIP. This disconnect confuses many users.

In the Convert to Profile command, you can

select four rendering intents (see Figure 5).

But virtually all working spaces (sRGB, Adobe

RGB, ProPhoto RGB) have just one conversion

table and will apply only apply the Colorimetric

intent (Relative or Absolute). If, for example,

you convert from ProPhoto RGB to sRGB

and select Perceptual or Saturation, you’ll

wind up with the Relative Colorimetric intent

anyway. It would be helpful if the non-appli-

cable rendering intents would gray out in the

menu, but that’s not how Photoshop behaves,

and it’s not likely to change. If you think you

should be converting with a Perceptual

intent because you generally prefer it for

printing or soft proofing (where such profile

tables are available), sorry for the bad news,

but that’s not what you’ll get.  n
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Figure 5: There are four rendering intents available in the Convert to Profile command, but in some
instances, Perceptual and Saturation will provide a Relative Colorimetric conversion instead. 




